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Abstract
As a typical smart material, shape memory polymers (SMPs) have the capability of variable
stiffness in response to external stimuli, such as heat, electricity, magnetism and solvents. In
this research, a shape memory polymer composite (SMPC) tube composed of multi-layered
filament wound structures is investigated. The SMPC tube possesses considerable flexibility
under high temperature and rigidity under low temperature. Significant changes in effective
engineering modulus can be achieved through regulating the environment temperature. Based
on the classical laminated-plate theory and Sun’s thick laminate analysis, a 3D theory method
is used to study the effective engineering modulus and modulus ratio of the SMPC tube. The
tensile test is conducted on the SMPC tube to verify the accuracy of the theoretical method. In
addition, the effective engineering modulus and modulus ratio are discussed under different
fiber-winding angles and fiber volume fractions of the SMPC tube. The presented analysis
provides meaningful guidance to assist the design and manufacture of SMPC tubes in
morphing skin applications.
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

order to reduce the energy consumption of actuators, low
in-plane stiffness of the morphing skin is desired during the
deformation process [4–6].
Traditional stiff skin like fish scales is one kind of
morphing skin, which was first proposed by Long et al [7].
Although this kind of skin can meet the demands of an
aircraft wing in load-bearing capability and shape change, it
cannot meet the demands of smooth surface and continuous
and aerodynamic performance. Another possibility involves
rubbery material, which possesses higher flexibility and
elasticity [8]. While this kind of morphing skin can satisfy
the requirements of deformation and continuity, the entire
load-bearing capacity is decreased due to the material’s low
stiffness. The third kind used to realize the deformation
function is a corrugated structure [9, 10], which can exhibit
a corrugated shape in one direction and shows extreme
anisotropic behavior. In addition, the material has a larger
deformation in the corrugated direction and a high bending
stiffness in the direction perpendicular to the corrugation.
However, the deformability is usually limited in one direction.

Historically, aircraft have been designed according to their
particular missions, and usually optimized in the most
relevant flight performance. However, the geometry of a
wing is not always optimal through continuously varying
flight parameters, such as altitude, weight and Mach number.
Morphing aircraft can address this problem through changing
their wing shapes to adapt to the outside flight environment [1,
2]. They offer great potential for performance improvements
over traditional aircraft. Morphing skin is one of the key
techniques to realize morphing aircraft [3]. The morphing skin
should undergo enough deformation to appropriately respond
to significant changes of chord length, span length, sweepback
angle and wing area that may be accomplished by the aircraft
wing. Meanwhile, the morphing skin should also possess
enough out-of-plane stiffness to maintain the aerodynamics
configuration during the deformation process. However, in
3 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
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Although these skins mentioned above can realize the function
of deformation more or less, a critical shortcoming still exists,
namely the skin stiffness is always kept as a constant. In order
to keep the constant skin stiffness that was designed according
to the critical flight speed, constant energy consumption
should be provided during the flight. However, the actual flight
speed is always lower than the critical speed, which would
result in a waste of energy if a constant skin stiffness were
being used.
In recent years, a new kind of variable stiffness
skin composed of fluidic flexible matrix composite tube
and flexible matrix was proposed and studied [11–13].
One of the key components is the fluidic flexible matrix
composite (F2 MC) tube, namely a variable stiffness tube.
Through controlling the inner fluid, significant change in
the axial elastic modulus of the variable stiffness tube
can be achieved. Recently emerged smart materials and
their composites open an avenue to the development of
morphing aircraft. As a typical smart material, shape
memory polymers (SMPs) are a class of stimulus-responsive
materials with the ability to undergo a large recoverable
deformation upon external stimulus, such as heat, electricity,
magnetism and solvents [14–16]. Below their glass transition
temperatures Tg , SMPs are stiff. Once heated above Tg ,
they will be relatively soft and consequently they can be
deformed into a desired temporary shape through applying
an external force. Their temporary shape can be maintained
for long time if this external force is removed after cooling.
Finally, upon re-heating, their temporary deformed shape
will be automatically recovered into the original permanent
shape [17]. Although significant modulus change of pure SMP
material can be achieved, the limited load-bearing capability
in the heated state hinders their further applications. In view
of this, shape memory polymer composite has attracted the
attention of many researchers. Leng et al [18] studied the
shape memory properties of pure styrene-based SMPs and
its nanocomposite filled with nanocarbon particles, which
demonstrated the feasibility of infrared light actuation (in
vacuum). The shape memory properties of styrene-based
shape memory polymer composite (SMPC) reinforced by
carbon fiber fabrics were further investigated by Lan et al
[19], who successfully completed the SMPC hinge actuation
with a resistor heater and showed that the glass transition
of SMPC is higher than pure SMP by 10 ◦ C. Yin et al [20]
also completed the actuation of SMP skin embedded with
heating wire springs by a DC motor. In addition, SMPCs
filled with carbon nanotubes [21], Ni powder [22] and carbon
nanofibers [23] have been studied, which could be used to
address the heated issue.
In order to decrease the weight and volume, and improve
the variable stiffness performance of the morphing skin, a
new SMPC tube composed of multi-layered filament wound
structures has been fabricated and researched in this paper.
Compared with an F2 MC tube [24], an SMPC tube possesses
better variable stiffness capability and lower weight with the
same small size. Then, based on classical laminated-plate
theory and the thick laminate analysis of Sun [25], the
theoretical values of the engineering moduli are determined.

Figure 1. SMPC tube in cylindrical coordinate system.

In comparison with the tensile test result, the analysis method
is deemed to possess satisfactory accuracy in predicting
the axial elastic modulus and modulus ratio of the SMPC
tube. In addition, the elastic modulus and shear modulus
are discussed under different fiber-winding angles and fiber
volume fractions. The prediction results could serve as a
reference in SMPC tube design and application.

2. Analysis procedure of SMPC tube
2.1. Stress and strain relation
The SMPC tube is considered to be homogeneous orthotropic,
and has an opposite fiber orientation (±φ) with respect to the
axial direction of the tube. For convenience, the cylindrical
coordinate system is adopted to analyze the SMPC tube, as
shown in figure 1. The coordinates are denoted by r as the
radial, θ as the hoop, and z as the axial coordinates of the
cylinder. For the anisotropic SMPC tube, the stress and strain
transformation of the kth layer from material coordinate to
cylindrical coordinate is given by [26]
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2.2. Laminated-plate theory
(k)

The off-axis stiffness constants in matrix [C̄ij ] can be
obtained from the on-axis coordinate constants in matrix
(k)
[Cij ], using a stiffness transformation matrix written as [27]
(k)

(k)

ε
]
[C̄ij ] = [Tilσ ]−1 [Clm ][Tmj

(2)

ε ] are the base changes of stress
where matrices [Tilσ ] and [Tmj
and strain, respectively. The stiffness constants of matrix
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(k)

[Cij ] are given as follows [28]:
1 − v12 v21 − v13 v31 − v23 v32 − 2v21 v13 v32
E11 E22 E33
v12 + v13 v32
1 − v23 v32
,
C12 =
,
C11 =
E22 E33 1
E11 E33 1
v13 +v12 v23
C13 =
E11 E22 1
1 − v13 v31
v23 + v21 v13
C22 =
,
C23 =
,
E11 E33 1
E11 E22 1
1 − v12 v21
C33 =
E11 E22 1
G44 = G23 ,
G55 = G31 ,
G66 = G12
1=

(3)

When each layer of the laminated plate exhibits the
properties of fiber reinforced composite materials, the matrix
material is isotropic and the fiber is transversely isotropic;
according to the ratio of the mixture, its elastic constants can
be expressed as
E11 = Vf Ef 11 + Vm Em ,
Ef 22 Em
E22 = E33 =
,
Ef 22 Vm + Em Vf
Gf 12 Gm
G12 = G13 =
Gf 12 Vm + Gm Vf
Gf 23 Gm
G23 =
,
Gf 23 Vm + Gm Vf
v12 = v13 = Vf vf 12 + Vm vm ,
v23 = Vf vf 23 + Vm vm

Figure 2. Filament wound of SMPC tube.

(4)

Figure 3. SMPC tube specimens.

where Ef 11 , Ef 22 , Gf 12 , Gf 23 , vf 12 and vf 23 are the material
constants of the fiber, Em , vm and Gm are the material
constants of the matrix, and Vf and Vm are the volume
fractions of fiber and matrix materials, respectively.

3. SMPC tube fabrication and experiment test
3.1. SMPC tube fabrication

2.3. Effective engineering modulus and modulus ratio
The Veriflex R S, VF 62 SMP material (purchased from CRG)
used in this study was styrene-based shape memory resin with
a glass transition of 62 ◦ C, which is a typical thermosetting
resin. The uncured SMP resin was prepared by mixing the
styrene-based shape memory resin with crosslink agent in
the fixed proportion, and then stirring uniformly at room
temperature. As shown in figure 2, the SMPC tube was wet
filament wound using a computer-controlled filament-winding
machine (SKLCR 120/500, Qier Machine Tool Group).
Before filament winding, a stainless steel mandrel (diameter:
4 mm) was prepared with release agent pre-coated on the
surface. Then the ends of the mandrel were connected to the
designed stainless steel connections, which were fixed by two
three-jaw chucks. The uncured SMP resin was contained in
the resin bath, and the carbon fiber could pass through the
resin bath before winding. Through controlling the computer,
the carbon fiber (T300, 3 K) was spiral wound on the mandrel
at ±40◦ angle. After curing in a closed mold at 75 ◦ C for
24 h, the SMPC tube specimen was obtained with an inner
diameter of 4 mm and an outer diameter of 5.8 mm, as shown
in figure 3. Through measurement and calculation, the actual
fiber-winding angle is ±39◦ , and the fiber volume fraction is
0.3.

After the stiffness constants of each layer have been obtained,
the stiffness constants of the SMPC tube could be derived
based on the thick laminate analysis [25]. According to the
relation of the compliance matrix and stiffness matrix, the
compliance matrix of the SMPC tube can be obtained, and
then the effective engineering moduli for the SMPC tube can
be written as
1
1
1
Eθ =
Er =
Ez =
S11
S22
S33
1
1
1
Gθ r =
Gzr =
Gzθ =
. (5)
S44
S55
S66
Once the engineering moduli of the SMPC tube are
determined, the effective cold state modulus (T = 23 ◦ C)
Ec and heated state modulus (T = 90 ◦ C) Eh can be
simultaneously obtained. Based on this fact, the modulus ratio
of R is defined as
Ec
.
(6)
Eh
When the expressions of the effective engineering modulus
and modulus ratio are obtained, they can be used to calculate
the effective engineering modulus and modulus ratio of the
SMPC tube.
R=

3
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Figure 6. Experimental curves of engineering stress versus strain
of SMPC tube.

Figure 4. Experimental setup of SMPC tube.

Table 1. Basic material parameters of the fiber and matrix.
Material

Property

Value

Carbon fiber (T300)

E11 (GPa)
E22 (GPa)
G12 (GPa)
v12
v23
Em (MPa) (clod state)
Em (MPa) (heated state)
v

221
13.8
9
0.2
0.25
By tensile test
By tensile test
0.35

Matrix (SMP)

one that we chose is approximately equal to the average
value of the experimental results. The experimental curve
of engineering stress versus strain of pure SMP material is
depicted in figure 5. The engineering stress in the figure is
calculated as the tensile force divided by the cross sectional
area of the SMP specimen. The strain is approximated as
the displacement divided by the original length of the SMP
specimen. The modulus is determined by calculating the slope
of the linear portion of the stress–strain curve. It can be seen
that the axial effective engineering elastic moduli are 928 MPa
in the cold state and 9.9 MPa in the heated state, respectively.
Thus, a modulus-changing ratio of about 93 is obtained.
The experimental curve of engineering stress versus
strain of the pure SMPC tube is depicted in figure 6. The
only difference is that the engineering stress in this figure is
calculated as the tensile force divided by the annular cross
sectional area (the area between the inner radius and outer
radius) of the SMPC tube specimen. As shown in this figure,
the axial effective engineering elastic moduli are 2692.5 MPa
in the cold state and 34.1 MPa in the heated state.
The predicted results based on theory analysis of
this current research are obtained and compared with the
experimental results. The basic material parameters of the
fiber and matrix in the theory analysis are listed in table 1.
The comparison between predicted results and experimental
results is demonstrated in table 2. Although the modulus and
modulus ratio of experimental results are less than the theory
predicted values, it still can be found that a modulus ratio

Figure 5. Experimental curves of engineering stress versus strain
of SMP.

3.2. Experimental test
In order to obtain the axial effective engineering elastic
modulus, the pure SMP material and the SMPC tube with a
length of 112 mm were tested in two states: cold state (T =
23 ◦ C) and heated state (T = 90 ◦ C). The tensile tests were
performed on a Materials Testing Machine (INSTRON5569)
with a constant loading rate of 1 mm min−1 , as shown in
figure 4. The values of force and displacement were recorded
by the computer during the tensile test progress.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Experimental results and analysis
In this section, a cold state of 23 ◦ C (<Tg − 20) and a
heated state of 90 ◦ C (>Tg + 20) were chosen in the tensile
test to study the mechanical properties of the SMPC tube.
All experiments were conducted on four specimens, and the
4
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Figure 7. Curves of elastic modulus Ez versus fiber-winding angle of SMPC tubes with different fiber volume fractions: (a) cold state and
heated state moduli; (b) modulus ratio.
Table 2. Comparison of experiment and predicted results.

Experimental results
Predicted results

Axial elastic modulus
(cold state) (MPa)

Axial elastic modulus
(heated state) (MPa)

Modulus
ratio

2692.5
3065.4

34.1
36.2

79.0
84.7

of 79 is measured, which agrees closely with the theoretical
prediction of 84.7. This small error may be attributed to the
fact that the fiber-winding angle and fiber volume fraction
used in the theoretical predicted results are not exactly the
same as the actual values for the fabricated specimen. The
comparison shows that the theory analysis method used in
the current research can describe the axial effective elastic
modulus accurately. In addition, all the effective engineering
moduli are not independent: they are obtained based on
the same theory and derivation. The axial effective elastic
modulus is the primary concern of the current study. As a
tube structure, it is convenient and easy to obtain the axial
elastic modulus, and the experimental result would be closer
to the true value. Therefore, the experimental result of the
axial elastic modulus could be one of the best choices to
validate the accuracy of the theoretical method. Arguably,
once the validity of the theoretical method has been proved by
the axial tensile test result, the theory analysis method can be
used to predict the other effective engineering elastic modulus
and shear modulus in cold and heated states, as well as their
modulus ratio. The results could serve as assistance to design
and fabricate the SMPC tube.

to distinguish the curves clearly in the figure, five curves were
chosen in the analysis of the modulus and nine curves were
chosen in the analysis of the modulus ratio.
4.2.1. Effective engineering elastic modulus Ez .
The
relation between elastic modulus Ez (and modulus ratio) and
fiber-winding angle of the SMPC tubes with different fiber
volume fractions is depicted in figure 7. It is observed from
figure 7(a) that when the fiber volume fraction is a constant,
along with increasing fiber-winding angle, the elastic modulus
in the cold state exhibits a trend of first decreasing rapidly
then approaching a constant. It reaches its maximum value
at 0◦ and decreases to its minimum value at 90◦ , which is
mainly attributed to the material properties of the fiber. As
a kind of transversely isotropic material, the elastic modulus
of the carbon fiber in the axial direction is much larger than
that in the radial direction. A similar phenomenon exists in
the change of elastic modulus in the heated state. Besides,
the elastic modulus in the cold state is larger than that
in the heated state while the fiber-winding angle and fiber
volume fraction remain constant. This can be explained by
the much larger elastic modulus of the matrix (SMP) in
the cold state. In order to show the reinforced effect of the
fiber, the elastic modulus curves of pure SMP were added
to figure 7(a). Figure 7(b) indicates that the modulus ratio
increases along with increasing fiber-winding angle, when the
fiber volume fraction is a constant. The maximum modulus
ratio at 90◦ decreases from 93 to 58 when the fiber volume
fraction changes from 0.1 to 0.9. This is because the fiber
does not possess the function of variable modulus while the
environment temperature is changing. Moreover, the relative
volume increase of the fiber in the SMPC tube makes a
positive contribution to the increase of the elastic modulus in

4.2. Analysis and discussion of SMPC tube
For the essential component of carbon fiber, its material
parameter plays an important role in the effective engineering
modulus of the SMPC tube. To further study the effect of
fiber-winding angle and fiber volume fraction on the effective
engineering modulus and modulus ratio, a series of predicted
curves was obtained based on the theory analysis method. The
other parameters remain unchanged while the fiber-winding
angle and fiber volume fraction are being discussed. In order
5
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Figure 8. Curves of elastic modulus Eθ versus fiber-winding angle of SMPC tubes with different fiber volume fractions: (a) cold state and
heated state moduli; (b) modulus ratio.

Figure 9. Curves of elastic modulus Er versus fiber-winding angle of SMPC tubes with different fiber volume fractions: (a) cold state and
heated state moduli; (b) modulus ratio.

the two states, which results in a decrease of the maximum
modulus ratio. In other words, a relative volume increase of
the fiber always has a negative effect on the modulus ratio.

and fiber-winding angle of SMPC tubes with different fiber
volume fractions is depicted in figure 9. As shown in
figure 9(a), when the fiber volume fraction is a constant,
the elastic moduli in both states vary insignificantly with
changing fiber-winding angle. They reach their maximum
value at 45◦ and decrease to their minimum value at 0◦ (or
90◦ ). When the fiber volume fraction changes from 0.1 to
0.9, the relative variations of the maximum value to minimum
value of elastic modulus will change from 10.8% to 6.6%
in the cold state, and 10.9% to 7.7% in the heated state. As
shown in figure 9(b), the corresponding minimum modulus
ratio occurs at 45◦ , and the maximum modulus ratio occurs at
0◦ (or 90◦ ). It should be noted that the maximum modulus
ratio would change from 93 to 58 when the fiber volume
fraction increases from 0.1 to 0.9.

4.2.2. Effective engineering elastic modulus Eθ .
The
relation between elastic modulus Eθ (and modulus ratio)
and fiber-winding angle of SMPC tubes with different fiber
volume fractions is shown in figure 8. It can be seen from
figure 8(a) that when the fiber volume fraction is a constant
the elastic moduli in both states remain almost unchanged
for fiber-winding angle lower than 45◦ , and then increase
rapidly with increasing fiber-winding angle. They reach their
maximum value at 90◦ and decrease to their minimum value
at 0◦ . As shown in figure 8(b), with increasing fiber-winding
angle, the modulus ratio decreases when the fiber volume
fraction is a constant. The maximum modulus ratio at
0◦ decreases from 93 to 58 when the fiber volume fraction
changes from 0.1 to 0.9. This can be attributed to the fact that
the decreasing relative volume in the fiber plays a negative
role in the increase of the elastic modulus in the two states,
which results in an increasing maximum modulus ratio.

4.2.4. Effective engineering shear modulus Gθ r .
The
relation between shear modulus Gθ r (and modulus ratio)
and fiber-winding angle of SMPC tubes with different fiber
volume fractions is depicted in figure 10. As seen from
figure 10(a), when the fiber volume fraction is a constant,
insignificant change will occur in the value of shear modulus
with changing fiber-winding angle. As shown in figure 10(b),
along with increasing fiber-winding angle, the modulus ratio

4.2.3. Effective engineering elastic modulus Er .
The
relation between elastic modulus Er (and modulus ratio)
6
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Figure 10. Curves of shear modulus Gθ r versus fiber-winding angle of SMPC tubes with different fiber volume fractions: (a) cold state and
heated state moduli; (b) modulus ratio.

Figure 11. Curves of shear modulus Gzr versus fiber-winding angle of SMPC tubes with different fiber volume fractions: (a) cold state and
heated state moduli; (b) modulus ratio.

4.2.6. Effective engineering shear modulus Gzθ .
The
relation between shear modulus Gzθ (and modulus ratio) and
the fiber-winding angle of SMPC tubes with different fiber
volume fractions is depicted in figure 12. It can be seen from
figure 12(a) that, when the fiber volume fraction is a constant,
the shear modulus starts at 0◦ and ends at 90◦ with the same
value, but the maximum value occurs at 45◦ . Moreover, when
the fiber volume fraction keeps constant, the shear moduli
in the cold state are nearly equal to those in the heated
state between the fiber-winding angles of 15◦ and 75◦ . This
may be attributed to the fact that the shear modulus of the
fibers is much larger than that of the matrix material. As
shown in figure 12(b), corresponding to the phenomenon in
figure 12(a), the modulus ratio does not exhibit an obvious
change between the fiber-winding angles of 15◦ and 75◦ . The
modulus ratio around 0◦ (or 90◦ ) is higher than that between
the fiber-winding angles of 15◦ and 75◦ . This is because the
contribution of the fibers to the shear modulus around 0◦ (or
90◦ ) is lower than that at any other fiber-winding angles in
both cold and heated states, which results in an increase of the
maximum modulus ratio around 0◦ (or 90◦ ).

increases when the fiber volume fraction is a constant. This
is because when the fiber-winding angles are 0◦ and 90◦ ,
respectively, the fiber direction is just perpendicular and
parallel to the θ –r plane. The reinforced effect of the fiber on
the shear modulus of the θ –r plane decreases to its minimum
value when the fiber is parallel to the plane. Therefore, the
modulus ratio can reach its maximum value. In addition, along
with increasing fiber volume fraction, the maximum modulus
ratio decreases when the fiber-winding angle is a constant.
Similar to the explanation above, the relative volume increase
of the fiber in the SMPC tube makes a contribution to the
increase of the elastic modulus in the two states, which results
in a decrease of the maximum modulus ratio.
4.2.5. Effective engineering shear modulus Gzr .
The
relation between shear modulus Gzr (and modulus ratio) and
the fiber-winding angle of SMPC tubes with different fiber
volume fractions is depicted in figure 11. The change trends
of shear modulus Gzr and its modulus ratio are quite similar
to that of Gθ r . This is because, when the fiber-winding angles
are 0◦ and 90◦ , respectively, the fiber direction will be parallel
and perpendicular to the z–r plane.
7
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Curves of shear modulus Gzθ versus fiber-winding angle of SMPC tubes with different fiber volume fractions: (a) cold state and
heated state moduli; (b) modulus ratio.

5. Conclusions
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In conclusion, a SMPC tube with variable stiffness is
fabricated and analyzed. Significant changes in effective
engineering modulus can be achieved through controlling the
environment temperature. A three-dimensional theory method
based on classical laminated-plate theory and thick laminate
analysis is used to predict the theoretical effective engineering
moduli of the SMPC tube in both cold and heated states.
In comparison with tensile test results, the theory method
is verified to possess satisfactory accuracy in the effective
engineering modulus prediction of the SMPC tube. In
addition, the effective engineering moduli and their modulus
ratios are analyzed and discussed with different fiber-winding
angles and fiber volume fractions. The analysis results show
that the modulus ratio can be regulated through changing the
fiber-winding angle and fiber volume fraction. Therefore, the
investigated SMPC tube could serve as a potential candidate
for morphing skin applications with variable stiffness.
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